Simple expressions for the Bures distance and the Uhlmann transition probability of states on a von Neumann algebra are obtained. Based on these expressions, certain properties are immediately derived.
0. Introduction. For normal states (p, \p on a von Neumann algebra íül, the Bures distance D(<p,\b) and the Uhlmann transition probability P((p,\p) are defined as inf||f -fjl and sup|(fç|f^,)|2, respectively. Here, the infimum and the supremum are taken over all vectors f ¿\ satisfying <p = ut , \p = u( in any normal representation Hubert space of 9IL. They are related by (see [1, 3, 8] ).
Since they are regarded as a "distance" and a "transition probability" between two states in quantum mechanics, they have been investigated by theoretical physicists as well as operator algebraists [1,-4,8] .
The purpose of this article is to obtain certain expressions for P(<p, 4>) and D(<p, \p). Our expressions clarify their importance in theoretical physics, and (more importantly) immediately show that the decreasing net P( <p L^ , xb U ) (resp. the increasing net D(m|j^2, xp\ï^2)) converges to P(<p,\p (resp. 7)(<j>, xb))) whenever an increasing net (^H,},^ of von Neumann subalgebras generates 9H.
1. Main results. As in §0, we fix a von Neumann algebra 91L and <p,\p G 91t* throughout. We now state our main theorem (which will be proved in §2) and derive some consequences. However, usually results for only P(cp, \p) are stated from which the corresponding results for D(<p,\b) can be obtained through (1). Here the infimum is taken over all families P= {px,...,pN} consisting of finitely many projections such that (i) p¡ ± p} (i ¥=j), (ii) 2*= \Pk-1, (üi) P\,■ ■ ■ ,pN G 91t( for some t0 G 7 (depending upon P).
Notice that, if 91 is a von Neumann subalgebra, we have P(<p,\p) *£ P(<p|^, V'k) from the definition. Also, when 91 is the finite-dimensional abelian von Neumann subalgebra generated by projections px,...,pN, /?, _L pj (i¥=f), 2^k=xpk = l, P(<Ph>*k?/2 ¡s exactly 2Nk = MPk)WH(pk)W2-When 911, = 911 in Theorem 1, we have Corollary 2. For <p, xp G 911* , we have P(y, xp) = inf {P(<p\^, \}>\,x): 91 is a finite-dimensional abelian von Neumann subalgebra).
This is actually a "discrete" version of [2] and closely related to [7] . Noticing condition (iii) in Theorem 1, we immediately have where the supremum is taken over all families P = (/?,,... ,pN) consisting of finitely many projections in 911 such that/?, A.pj (i ¥^j) and 2k=\Pk = '• When a physical system is described by 9H, each selfadjoint x = f™x X de(X) in 911 is considered as an observable. Then, for a state <p G 911* and a partition R = Uk=] Ek (of R into disjoint Borel subsets), <p(pk) = fEk dv(e(X)) (with/7^ = /£j de(X)) is interpreted as the probability that a measurement of x performed on the system in the state <p yields a result lying in Ek. Thus, D(<p, \p) < e for a small e > 0 means that two states m, \p give almost similar measurements for any observable x in the sense that 2Nk=x (<p(pk)i/2 -t(pk)]/2)2 < e2 (for any partition R = U^=, Ek). Therefore, the Bures distance is quite suitable to describe a distance between two (physical) states.
(ii) When 9Í is the UHF algebra defined by an increasing sequence of finitedimensional factors 31 ", n = 1,2,..., for two states <p, \l G 91 % , lim " _ w P( <p |9r ,\p |a ) is exactly the Uhlmann transition probability between the normal extensions (p, xf G (SI**)* on the universal enveloping von Neumann algebra 21** [6] . Notice that lim"_00 P(<p In , \p \m ) can be computed at the matrix algebra level. (This is especially easy when each 21 " is a tensor product, and <p, xl are product states.)
2. Proof of Theorem 1. Obviously the right-hand side of (2) is jointly monotone and upper semicontinuous in (<p, ^) G 9117^ X91t^, while the map (tp, \b)r-* P((p, >/')1/2 is known to be jointly monotone and continuous. Hence, we may and do assume that <p *£ l\p for some / > 0 (by approximating xp by \\> A n'{q>, n = 1,2,..., from above). Then we may also assume \\xj/\\ < 1 and xp is faithful. Using the GNS construction, we can now assume that 911 acts on a Hilbert space % and xp = u(o with some vector ¿0 G DC(||£0|| = »Ml)1/2 < 1).
Due to <p < Ixp, there exists a positive operator h G 9H such that <p = coAi , \\h\\ < /'/2 (Sakai's Radon-Nikodym derivative [5] ). It is known that P(y, \p)i/2 -(h£o I do)-Thus (due to the remark before Corollary 2) it suffices to show that (2) ' (hè0\è0) >inf\ % <p(Pk)]/2>p(pky/2 U = i (under the above hypotheses).
We choose and fix a small e > 0. Kaplansky's density theorem [5] guarantees the existence of a positive k in UiS/ 9H, (hence k G 91t, for some t0 G 7) satisfying \\(h -k)£0\\ < e and \\k\\ *£ \\h\\ < l]/2. Introducing the invertible positive operator k = k A Min(e, /'/2)1 G 9fc* , we observe that
The obvious estimate |((h -k)£0| £0)|*s 2e implies (4) (*iol€o) + 2«>(«ol€o).
Hence (5) yields (6) (Aí0|í0) + 2e A 2/'/V ^ 2 ^" (e,,,)'/2^(e,."),/2.
Í -tl
We now notice that, for a, ß s* 0, we have (al/2 -ßi/2)2 *£|a -ß\. This fact and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality imply that |2 2^(c"")l/V(e,.")1/2-2<p(e,J/2xp(e,,n) i n. Since 'xp -(p G 911* is selfadjoint, the positive part \\p -<p\ of its polar decomposition [5] enjoys \(\p -<p)(x)|<|t// -<p\(x) for any x G 91L+ . We thus further esti- Since e > 0 is arbitrary and n G N+ is independent of e, this estimate means (2)'.
Q.E.D.
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